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Don't miss your chance to join one of the most exciting drift challenges with Extreme Drifters game! This is a tournament that
takes place in 2 huge racing cities. Only the fastest cars and the most experienced racers can take part in it. Seems that this race

suits you!

Don't waste your time, drive to the start line!

Choose one of 3 racing cars in the garage;

Race fast and drift through twisty streets;

Complete extremely hard tasks during the race;

Earn gold and become the best drifter ever!
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No doubt that drift races are rather dangerous. There is always a chance to miss the turn and crash. Master your drifting skills to
avoid accidents.

Extreme Drifters game is your chance to:

Control extremely fast drifting cars;

Visit 2 cities with lots of racing locations;

Compete with rivals on twisty tracks with sharp turns;

Show everyone your drift skills.

Win the drifting tournament and become the best drifter with Extreme Drifters game!
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OH ♥♥♥♥ YEAH!

Owned this one in the original version! Bought it instantly as I saw there is a remake!

One of the few games I played twicce in a row right after the first time.

I mean your gun is TALKING to you and also is mocking with your helmet and your bagpack.

♥♥♥♥, this is "Dora the explorer" for adults, what's there not to be loved about it!. Pretty addicting. Fun for kids.. In a quick
summary. It could have been better. I found it a little bit short for my liking. The characters were interesting, as was the story,
but you don't lose anything for not playing it. Could be a 3.5\/5. far to high hw requirements.
for speedjunkies only.
lvls feel empty and unliving.
ig money hacks impossible.. its nice. If theres no AC in 2016.. make pls more DLCs like that in AC Syndicate. :D we like it.
CAN BE BOUGHT!

Nice HOG Game, good solid story, very great graphics and fun puzzles.. That game is so badly crafted, you should not buy it. I
love story-driven games, and I had a good attitude at the beginning. I thought that graphics are nice for an indie game (they're
not, that's just well adjusted lightning), story seemed to be fine (it is not, it's dull. If it were a short film etude author would be
laughed out).
But the worst thing is - this is the most terrible optimalisation I have ever seen. 3GB for that short game? Constant crashes?! I
could not see the ending because game has crashed! And the "sneaking out of office" part was sooo frustrating.

Dear devs - fix your game and I'll change my opinion, because there is potential in it, buried deep behind software terribleness..
A mix of a fighting game, Visual Novel and Simulator, it has some roguelike elements like random events, i like the art style
and it seems challenging so far, Here's my first video about it :D https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4F11GuD1dY. Don't like
this game, recieved it for free but it's not my type of game,

If you like Space Shooters that are simple, this is the game for you
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it costs too much

crap controls

not fun

dont bother

no...... really..... dont waste ur time. copy of boom beach lol. I like the coalition variant. Perfect for defensive\/retaliation
players.. It's almost as though Natsume wished Wild Guns was a Neo-Geo or Playstation 1 game and this is them making up for
it.

The new characters are fun and interesting, the music and visuals have been cleaned up and tweaked subtly, and the controls
are... well, the controls are Wild Guns/Blood Bros./Cabal style. There's no moving and firing at the same time, which may irk
some players.

There are a lot of mechanics to Wild Guns the game doesn't explicitly tell you, like the ability to pick up dynamite or the fact
that your lasso destroys every bullet in its path.

The multiplayer mode forces players to share a pool of lives, which was a questionable decision.

Also, the Switch version is more feature-complete with an infinite-lives Beginner difficulty and a Boss Rush mode, but it's $10
more. It remains to be seen whether these new modes will be patched into other versions.. Enjoying the new third person camera
angles & survival mode. There's still a few things that need to be worked out, but it it seems to be coming along.

Anyone who hasn't played the game in a while needs to play it in its current state.. Absolutely terrible game. Gives a sense of
vertigo and nausea while playing. Graphics are horrid and controls are too sensative.. Virtual drums, how can you go wrong!.
Cold Waters strikes the right balance between study sim and simplified game mechanics. This makes it both approachable to
new players and in depth enough to engross both the new players and veterans alike.

I Highly recommend this game to anyone with an interest in Naval combat. It will keep you entertained for hours trying to
master the 688. Once you have a feel for the game you can start playing with 60's era boats which require a lot more thought to
successfully attack and survive the Rusikes.

9/10 Pouter, Would obstruct the boomers transit to the North Atlantic again.. LOOKS 10\/10
This game is beautiful.
SOUND 10\/10
It has all the lazer goodness that you would need if you are nostalgic for asteroids or any space arcade shooters. The audio is
something I really appreciate as well. There is a great sense of "chill" in the background music.
GAMEPLAY 8\/10
It's the "Dark Souls" of space shooters-- at least for me.
This game is one of the most difficult space shooters I have ever played. It is unapologetically hard, and unless you are playing
on stress-free mode, prepare to have you\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to you. I found that mashing the fire button
and moving frantically was the most effective way to stay alive. Fun-- but hard.
One problem that I would note is probably a bug, is that if you die near the center of the game, and there are ships that are
"attracted do you"-- like heat-seeking missiles. When you re-spawn, you are immediately killed with no chance of escaping the
feedback loop of death. I watched helplessly as my player was killed off multiple times. So just be aware that if you die in the
middle, and there are ships "searching for you" try to boost out of those traps quickly or at least avoid the center as often as
possible when facing enemies of this type.

MULTIPLAYER --?\/10
There are co-op modes, but there isn't anyone on there, so I was left to play solo.

OVERALL 9\/10
It's what I would call a "prefectly contained gem of a game".
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If you thirst for space shooters with creative powerups, smooth mechanics, quality graphics and a difficulty level that harkens
back to older games of yore-- buy this game.. Gamers like Bullfrog and Brilyn don't seem to get what early access means. This
game is being updated and built upon on a roughly bi-weekly basis. The last update unlocked more levels, patched errors and the
developers asked for feedback on making new quests and balance issues.

As for price and gameplay, for the first the game may have only had 12-14 accessable levels a month or two ago from the time
of this review, but its growing now. Read the description of the game. And the gameplay, if you don't see gameplay footage on
the store page go to youtube to check the game out to see if it's for you.

Been playing games since the mid 80's, and this is one of the funnest I have ever played. Its simple, addictive, a little flawed -
but getting better each and every week with great updates. I've finished all the levels but there are another 8 levels they are still
working on that I am looking forward to playing. Each class has 7 ability/spells that you can claim and then upgrade and you can
craft gear to better prepare yourself in different levels. Having a shield will protect you from arrows, important when those
goblin archers have you in their sites. Its worth a try, and now I'm going for DQ1 !!

CRIMSON METAL - EPISODE 3 IS AVAILABLE NOW!:
For all who was waiting! CRIMSON METAL - EPISODE 3 is here!

· New 8 Levels
· New Enemies
· New Challenges

Thank you guys for your support! Hope you enjoy!. Skyborn is 75% off at the Humble Store!:
https://www.humblebundle.com/store/skyborn

Go git it :). PUZZLE: OCEAN Now available!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1059500/PUZZLE_OCEAN/

.
Beta Branch Patch 0.18.1 Patchnotes:
Beta Branch Note: These changes are currently available on the beta branch. The beta branch is for testing experimental
changes and for finding and fixing errors.
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This is how you get access to the beta branch (USE AT YOUR OWN RISK):
Right-Click on Avorion in your Steam list, Properties -> Betas -> Select branch 'beta'.

Gameplay. Update notes 1.5.1:
improvements:
- modified level finalization music (most found the music boring)
- Improved difficulty in campaign mode
- laser weapon removed from level 1 (should not be there)

Bugs solved:
- collect weapons in arcade mode (weapons disappeared)
- arsenal in story mode (weapons disappeared)
- start new game (the weapons bought remained in the arsenal)
- laser weapon (crossed walls)
- death in the store (now it is impossible to die in the store)
- sound of restored intro story (did not play in some cases)

Leave your suggestion! Thank you!. We just launched our latest game: SNOWBALL!:
Hello Seekers,

A quick heads up that we (Pixeljam) just released our latest game: SNOWBALL!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/546550/

We hope you love it!

Take care,
-Miles @ Pixeljam
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